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Corona - new face era  

A breaking silent new year of 2020 commenced unprecedentedly with a new blast of a virus wave. 

Corona, which hit unexpectedly, panoramically and still. 

People terrified in tragic responses. walking warily with social distancing, face coverings in social masks and yet the facial com-
munication is totally lost, concealed and can’t be expressed. Lip-reading and facial cues; vital language signs all vanished and 

expressed information is absurdly masked. 

Restricting vital facial movement, social functioning and delineating social connections. 

Part of the expected norms can’t be revealed in the hope of preventing aerosols droplets and the dreadful fear of contagions. 
Blocking the main performance in significant compromises and cautious approach. 

Hindering one’s ability to function. 

Causing ultimate facial fatigue. Creating a different language frame. 

Different models have been invented and promoted. Extremely vivid, but is it valid; single or double layered, colourful and  
stylish designs and yet all humankind seems to dwell behind it fearing the unknown; the unpredicted.  

Conflicting evidence all the time blooming and yet evidence based is still lacking and always changing. 

Artefact, overreact and yet we don’t know the full truth. 

What we did a week ago is not what we are doing today. Immeasurably creating more confusion and sending different waves 
of horrifying signals about the circulating dreadful virus. 

Reassuring smiles faded, wary and unseen. 

Magnifying extreme fears and apprehension. 

Are we prepared for a different style of conducting life. 

Two meters shopping, physical and walking distance in the facial mask and total face covering, to ensure our safety. Mankind 
faces life full of challenges, recovering from the threat of corona it might pose. 

A new challenging way of utterly conversation mode. 

Sustainable living, recovering economy and the planet is trying hard for calling, to foresee the future. 

Melting down with grieving and suffering down below. 

And it seems no one sees. 

Some speculate a second imminent wave, others state it’s merely a big single wave, creating new transmission chains. 

But, we need to wake up, open eyes widely and ponder wisely the unprecedented crisis. 

It’s a new virus that behaves differently. 

Essentially to serve the legitimate nations interest rather than self interest and continuous destructive conflicts. 

Ordering the death sentence globally won’t help but cultivate and breed extreme anger and hatred. 

Nations are nothing but an extension of a civilised exercising of mental use. Nations should be empowered for their mankind’s 
interest in a decent living, quality measures and wellbeing. 

And yet we are living in an era that is utterly definined by the symbol of COVID 19 pandemic. 
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